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MONDAY, JUNE THE SEVENTH




Undergraduate Schools and Colleges
PRESENTATION OF THE CLASS
SINGING OF America
INVOCATION: RABBI HIRSCH COHEN (AUDITORIUM)
THE REVEREND MICHAEL WILCOX (FIELD HOUSE)
PROCESSIONAL
CHARGE TO THE CLASS: KINGMAN BREWSTER, JR.
President, Yale University
PRESENTATION OF EMERITUS STAFF MEMBERS
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES: THE DEANS AND DIRECTORS
CONFERRAL OF DEGREES:
HOMER D. BABBIDGE, JR., President
EDWARD V. GANT, Provost
BENEDICTION: RABBI HIRSCH COHEN
THE REVEREND MICHAEL WILCOX
RECESSIONAL
ORDER OF EXERCISES
The Graduate School and The School of Law
PROCESSIONAL
SINGING OF America
INVOCATION: THE REVEREND JAMES MCNULTY
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS: DR. PHILIP HANDLER,
President, National Academy of Sciences
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES: THE DEANS
CONFERRAL OF DEGREES:
HOMER D. BABBIDGE, JR., President




THE UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT
His Excellency, THOMAS J. MESKILL
Governor of The State of Connecticut, President Ex Officio
JOHN T. MACDONALD
Commissioner of Agriculture and Natural Resources, Member Ex Officio
WILLIAM J. SANDERS
Commissioner of Education, Member Ex Officio
WILLIAM BENTON
MERLIN D. BISHOP, Secretary










The following names do not constitute an official list. The students whose
names are listed herein were considered candidates for the degree indicated
when the program was printed.
CERTIFICATES
TWO-YEAR CERTIFICATES IN THE



























EDWIN V. PETERSON, JR.
WILLIAM J. PERACCHIO




















JOSEPH S BRE JWO
GEORGE FRANCIS BROWN, JR.
ROGER GEORGE BUGBEE









JUANA MARIA G. FLAGG












































WILLIAM F. TYLER, III























































































































































MARTHA J. DEMIAN, in Child Development and Family Relations
AVA L. GARDNER, in Clothing, Textiles and Interior Design
THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Graduates of the School of Education are required to have majors
in their teaching fields. Therefore, many have dual commitments in the
University. In the listing below, the School in which the student com-
pleted his major is indicated.
SUSAN ESTHER ALBOM, Physical Education
KATHERINE ALEXINSKI, Education
ANN C. ALLMAN, Education
GARY ALFRED ANGELO, Physical Education
DONNA C. APELGREN, Education
JOAN A. ATHERTON, Physical Education
CHRISTINA GRACE BAILEY, Education
BARBARA ANN BAYERS, Fine Arts
BARBARA MICHELE BECCIA, Education
PETER BEHUNIAK, JR., Education
JUDITH LYNN BERK, Education
RUTH E. BLACKWELL, Fine Arts
DORIS M. BOLDUC, Physcial Education
MARGARET ANN BONFANTI, Education
WILLIAM D. BONFANTI, Education
ELLEN FINNEY BOOTH, Education
FREDERICA LOIS BOOTHROYD, Education
LAURA R. BOUTILIER, Home Economics
Eight
GAIL ELOISE BRAUN, Physical Education
SUSAN L. BRISTOL, Education
MELANIE BRODA, Education
BARBARA ARLENE BROWN, Education
RENEE S. BROWNING, Education
KAREN MARIE BROZOWSKI, Physical Education
RONALD PAUL BUGBEE, Physical Education
DIANE CAMILLE BUSCAGLIA, Home Economics
EDWARD C. BUSH, JR., Education
BARBARA L. CALDWELL, Physical Education
MARGARET M. CAREY, Education
LESLEY RAE CARKEEK, Education
CATHERINE L. CARNEY, Education
ANTHONY DEXTER CASTRO, Education
SANDRA M. CHAET, Education
CHERYLEE SUE CHERYE, Education
PATRICIA ANNE CHMURA, Home Economics
RITA M. CHMURA, Education
CYNTHIA ALICE CHOPP, Education
BARBARA MARY CICCHETTI, Home Economics
JEANNE ANN CIOFFI, Education
LOIS D. COLE, Education
RICHARD A. CONNORS, Education
RAYMOND JOSEPH CONSIDINE, Education
LETITIA ELLEN CORR, Education
DEBORAH CRITTENDON, Education
VALERIE LOUISE CUNNINGHAM, Education
PHILIP R. DALEY, Fine Arts
CAROL LOUISE DAVIDOW, Education
PETER JOSEPH DEPGEN, Physical Education
LOUISE ELLEN DESMOND, Education
SUSAN MARIE DEVOKAITIS, Education
MARY ANNE DIPISA, Education
RESA K. DIRECTOR, Education
BARBARA SUE DIXON, Home Economics
SUSAN JAYNE DOEBERL, Education
RICHARD EDWARD DOMAGALA, Physical Education
MARYELLEN ANN DONNELLY, Education
ANITA RUTH DUCH, Education
MARGARET C. DUFFY, Education
LARRY DURGIN, Education
MARIETTA DWYER, Education
DONALD DALE EMERY, Physical Education
KATHLEEN ANN FABER, Physical Education
JEFFREY PAUL FAHEY, Fine Arts
GRACE PUTNAM FARMER, Education
MORA SUSAN FEARON, Education
ANNE CLAFLIN FERGUSON, Education
JOHN STEPHEN FLANAGAN, JR., Physical Education
HILARY ELLEN FREEDMAN, Education
JUDITH R. FREEDMAN, Education
MARYLOU GWEN FREY, Education
LYNN E. FRIEDLANDER, Education
EUNICE HARRIET FROELIGER, Education
CVI FRYDMAN, Physical Education
Nine
PETER L. GALLE, Physical Education
KAREN LOUISE GANINO, Education
LYNNE SUSAN GASKELL, Education
SUSAN CAROL GAUGHAN, Education
EILEEN MARGARET GAVIN, Education
LINDA FRANCES GAVIN, Physical Education
LINDA RAYNER GERRITT, Education
SUSAN ANN GILHOOLY, Education
MARY FRANCES GILLEN, Education
JANET ANN GINGOLD, Education
JANET LEVY GIRARD, Education
PETER HERBERT GLASS, Education
KENNETH PAHL GLIESMAN, Physical Education
PATRICIA TOLMAN GRASSO, Physical Education
JEANNE CAREY GULIANO, Education
SUSAN JEANNE HAIGHT, Education
LINDA A. HANAU, Education
CHRISTINE LORRAINE HASSEL, Education
SHEILA HELFGOTT, Education
JUDITH HELLER, Education
LYNN ADELE HESS, Education
SUSAN ANN HIDECAVAGE, Education
SHARON LUNN HINNERS, Home Economics
Jo ANN HOFF, Home Economics
MARJORIE BETH HOFFMAN, Education
ROBERT JAMES HOFFMEISTER, SR., Education
DEBORAH JAN HOLLAND, Education
POL WILLIAM HOLT, Education
MAUREEN M. HONYCHURCH, Education
MARSHA BETH HOROWITZ, Education
PAT HUFNAGEL, Education
DARCY SHELDON JAFFEE, Education
DOROTHY ANN JANIS, Education
DANA LUCAS JEWETT, Physical Education
DONNA L. JOHNSON, Education
KAREN CLARK JOHNSON, Education
PAMELA JOANNE JOHNSON, Education
DEANNA M. KAMINS, Education
MARK LOUIS KAPLAN, Education
EILEEN MARIE KEET, Education
DEROSS KELLOGG, JR., Education
SHARON EILEEN KENNEDY, Physical Education
SHIRLEY LAUFF KENNESON, Home Economics
DAVID TUNIS KIEVIT, Physical Education
MARGARET JANE KING, Education
SYLVIA LYNN WILLIS KING, Education
NOREEN HELEN KIRCHHOF, Education
MARY ANN KISLUK, Home Economics
RENEE CAROL KLAU, Education
CHARLENE DONNA KLEIN, Education
TERRY LYNN KLOTER, Education
SHARON M. KOZON, Education
GERALD E. KRISTOPIK, Fine Arts
FRANCESCA LAMONICA, Education
SHARON ANN LANGER, Fine Arts
Ten
SHELLEY TISHLER LANGER, Education
ANITA ELLEN LAZER, Education
JUDITH FAllINO LEE, Education
LINDA LEIBOVITZ, Education
BILLIE JO LEVINE, Education
MIRIAM PAULA LEVINSON, Education
MIRIAM LEAH LIFSHITZ, Education
DEBORAH ANN LOCKWOOD, Education
PHYLLIS A. LODDER, Education
LINDA ANN LOWERY, Education
DEBORAH JEAN LUCE, Education
DEBORAH JEAN LYNCH, Education
CATRIONA NAN MACAUSLAN, Education
MARILYN ANN MALOY, Education
NANCY CONSTANCE MANN, Education
JUDITH ANN MARASCO, Education
RICHARD JOHN MARASCO, Physical Education
JAMES HENRY MARCELLO, Physical Education
NADINE H. MARKARIAN, Fine Arts
JOSEPH HERBERT MARKS, Education
THOMAS R. MARSTON, Education
DEBORAH A. MARTIN, Education
WAYNE S. MARTIN, Education
RANDOLPH R. MCCUE, Physical Education
STEPHEN A. MCKELL, Physical Education
WILLIAM FREDERICK MEDDAUGH, Physical Education
GREGORY STEVEN MEROVONICH, Physical Education
DIANNE LOIS MILLER, Education
WILLIAM T. MILLER, Physical Education
KATHERINE A. MITCHELL, Education
SHARON ANN MOLSTER, Education
CHRISTOPHER JOEL NARDINE, Fine Arts
JULIE MARIE NASON, Education
REBECCA JEAN NIEDERWERFER, Home Economics
SUZANNE ELLEN NOWAK, Education
MARGERY OLES, Education
BARBARA OLZINSKI, Education
PETER BAKE OPPER, Education
ALLENE GAY OPPERMAN, Education
KAREN A. PARZYCH, Education
REBECCA MARY PENKROT, Home Economics
RITA H. PEPE, Home Economics
MELANIE SCORELLE PERRY, Education
JOSEPHINE ANGELLA PETERSEN, Home Economics
TONI ANN PINTO, Education
MARION COLETTE PLAIT, Education
ADRIANNE LYNN PLOTKIN, Education
ANN MARIE PRATSON, Physical Education
LINDA JANE PRICE, Education
DEBORAH R. RADANO, Education
ELIZABETH ANN REGAN, Education
DEBORAH ANN REGNERY, Education
RONALD JAMES RENSKI, Physical Education
CAROL ANNE ROBBINS, Education
KAREN MARIE ROGERS, Education
Eleven
CHRISTINA MARY ROMAN, Education
BURTON MERRILL Ross, Fine Arts
RAMON ROUSSEAU, Physical Education
ROBERT LAWERANCE ROZMAN, Physical Education
DANIEL RUOPS, Physical Education
EILEEN JOANNE RUPAR, Education
DONNA L. RUTTY, Education
ROBERT ALLAN SALISBURY, Education
ANN NICHOLSON SANDBERG, Education
RONALD R. SANDS, Education
CAROLYN G. SANKEY, Education
JOHN RICHARD SANTUCCI, Physical Education
JERI PATRICIA SAVELL, Education
THERESA ANNE SCHIMMEL, Education
BARBARA JOYCE SCHNABLE, Education
ANDREA LOIS SCHONINGER, Education
MARY JO ANN SCHROEDER, Home Economics
JOHN MARTIN SCHWANFELDER, TIT, Education
NANCY ANNE SERAFIN, Education
KATHLEEN VIRGINIA SHEEHAN, Education
HILDA MAE SIMON, Education
MARJORIE JAN SIMONDS, Home Economics
GUY LADD SKINNER, Physical Education
SUSAN J. SMITH, Education
ANNEMIES BERGRAAT SNEIDEMAN, Education
DOREEN ANNE SOLOMON, Education
ROBERT JOHN STAAK, Physical Education
MARY ALICE HEBERT STEELE, Education
ANNETTE STOFAN, Education
ELISSA STONE, Education
CHRISTINE C. STORMONT, Education
LINDA M. SWIDER, Education
LINDA Lou TAYLOR, Education
DIANE JUNE TEDFORD, Home Economics
RICHARD FRANCIS TOMARELLI, JR., Education
FRANCES LARAIA TURKINGTON, Education
KAROL R. VAN LOAN, Education
GERARD ANTHONY VICINO, JR., Physical Education
LINDA RAE VILLEMAIRE, Education
RALPH GENNARO VITALE, JR., Physical Education
MARY WALKER, Education
GAIL S. WEINBERG, Physical Education
MARILYN ROSE WESTLAND, Education
ROSEMARY CLAIRE WETMORE, Education
MARYBETH WHITE, Education
CHRISTINE ELLEN WHYTE, Education
MADELON LEE WINARSKY, Education
KAREN A. WINTER, Education
IMOGENE WITHERS, Education
BARBARA JANE WITTMER, Education
DIANE JOAN WOOD, Education
JUDY ANNE WU, Education
MARTHA LYNNE ZIMMERMAN, Education
Twelve
With Distinction
JUDITH R. FREEDMAN, in Education
EUNICE HARRIET FROELIGER, in Education
DONNA L. JOHNSON, in Education
MARGERY OLES, in Education
THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
CHARLES JOSEPH ADAMS
WILLIAM ALLAN
ARTHUR TUCKER ALLEN, JR.
GORDON EGON ANDERSON
MICHAEL LEE ANTHONY
ELLIS JEROME BAGLEY, JR.
ATHENA SOBIECH BALTER
PETER JAMES BANCROFT
















CARLTON ROBERT BURNS, JR.
KENNETH ALLEN BUTTINGER
WILLIAM BRIAN CAHILL
CHARLES J CALABRESE, JR.
ANN REGINA CAMPBELL
DAVID MAYNARD CAMPBELL





JEAN CHE WONG CHIN
LAWRENCE MARC CHIZZICK
ROBIN W. CLAPP
RICHARD F. CLEMENS, JR.







































































CECIL W. KITTLE, JR.
RONALD A. KITTREDGE






















JOHN J. MALLOY, JR.
MARTIN JOHN MANNING
CHARLES EDWARD MARCIL


















JOSEPH F. P. MINAUDO

































































































DAVID G. WILLCOX, JR.
MARK F. WILLIAMS


































































































GERALDINE MARIE VENDREL LA
ELIZABETH JANE WILLNER
With Distinction
PAMELA ANN AUSTIN, in Nursing
JOYCE NICOLL DAVIS, in Nursing
MARIBETH INTURRISI, in Nursing
KATHLEEN LAURA PATUSKY, in Nursing
CHARLOTTE C. PHILLIPS, in Nursing

























































































































































































































JONATHAN L. SEWALL BYRNES












































































THOMAS WALKER CRATTY, JR.
PATRICIA ANN CREIGHTON
THOMAS CARL CRESCI MAN NO
PENELOPE ANNE CRITTENDEN
MA UDE CLAIRE CROFTS
DEBORAH KNOWLES CRONAN








JOAN ANN D E ANNA












ROBERT SAWIN DAVIS, JR.
RONALD R. DAYTON
SUSAN E. DE BRITO





















































































































RAYMOND M. FOSTER, JR.
ARTHUR JAMES FOY, III

















































LAURENCE EDWARD GOULART, JR.
DAVID PAUL GRABOSKI






CHERYLE D. MURRAY GREEN
JANE ELIZABETH GREEN
'TODD STUART GREENBERG




















































































































































































WALTER STEPHEN KOSACZ, JR.

































































































































































































































BRUNO ANTHONY NIEMITZ, JR.















































PAUL J. PATTAVINA, JR.
MARILYN PATTI
DONNA JEANNE PAVLICK















































WILLIAM VICTOR RAHM, JR.
GEORGE CHARLES RAISELIS
ROBERT RICHARD RAKAUSKAS








































































































































































DAVID JOSEPH ST. HILAIRE
PATRICIA Y. STABACH
LESLIE ROLAND STACY
WILLIAM F. STANKARD, JR.
KENNETH TRENT STANTON
MARK WILLIAM STEINBERG





























GERARD ANDRE JOSEPH SYLVAIN































































OWEN CHARLES WAGGONER, JR.
WENDY BALLARD WAHATALO
JUDITH BANFIELD WALDEN
















































































GARY LAWRENCE BRODER, in Political Science
MARIA ISABELLA GIANUZZI, in Sociology
SHARON ANN GOODSTINE, in Sociology
THOMSA J. HEISLER, in Sociology
ELIZABETH LOGAN, in Sociology
BARBARA RUTH MARSEL, in Sociology
THOMAS EDWARD MINER, in English
PETER JOHN SCAGNELLI, in Sociology






































THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Graduates of the School of Education are required to have majors
in their teaching fields. They therefore have dual commitments in the
University. In the listing below, all students completed their majors in





















PATRICIA MARY DE MURIA
WILLIAM A. DEGRAZIA
ROBERT WILLIAM DICICCO


































































































BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING





































JOHN W. DOANE, III
BRUCE RICHARD DONNELLY


























































































































THOMAS CHARLES BRISTOVISH, in Electrical Engineering
PIERRE ALBERT DUFILIE, in Electrical Engineering
DENNIS STEVEN GOREN, in Electrical Engineering
ROBERT T. PAWLOWSKI, in Electrical Engineering
WILLIAM YAN YUEN TAO, in Electrical Engineering









BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACY




























JEFFREY VAN MATER JUDSON, JR.
MICHAEL STEPHEN KANE
MBARI MARY KINYA


































DENNIS JOHN CHAPRON, in Pharmacy
NORMAN CHARLES LACINA, in Pharmacy
LARAINE LEE MEYERS, in Pharmacy




BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS












































































THE SCHOOL OF INSURANCE
ROGER ASHBY ARCAND
DANIEL FRANCIS BROSNIHAN, JR.
RAYMOND T. BUCKLEY
JAY FREDRICK GAGNON

























































































































J. B. C. THOMAS











FIORELLO BIGORNIA ABENES, in Animal Industries
BEN HUR LOPEZ AGULIA, in Agricultural Economics
GASTON AMEDEE, in Plant Science: Agronomy
WILLIAM ALDEN ANDERSON, in Mathematics
PHILIP KEITH ANDROS, in Electrical Engineering
SUNILKUMAR F. ANTANI, in Physics
THOMAS P. ARCARI, in Civil Engineering
NWABUEZE CHIEDU ATANMO, in Metallurgy
EDWARD IRA AUERBACH, in Mechanical Engineering
THOMAS E. BALCEZAK, in Civil Engineering
HENRY CHARLES BANACH, in Electrical Engineering
MICHAEL ALIEN BARNES, in Animal Industries
LAKE HILDRETH BARRETT, in Mechanical Engineering
DONNA LEE BEERS, in Mathematics
ELAINE LOUISE BIGELOW, in Developmental Biology
VIRGINIA WESTEREN BILANCHONE, in Genetics
NORMAN EMMETT BOLLE, in Mechanical Engineering
FRANCIS CHARLES Bosso, in Electrical Engineering
DONALD Ross BOWERMAN, in Chemistry
RICHARD LYNN BOYDEN, in Animal Diseases
ALAN VICTOR PERSHING BRAY, in Physics
KENNETH FRANCIS BRIGGS III, ill Civil Engineering
BRUCE W. CARLILE, in Electrical Engineering
WAYNE MICHAEL CHIAPPERINI, in Civil Engineering
YooN HYUNG CHOO, ill Metallurgy
FRANKLYN W. COMMISSO, in Zoology
JOHN MUNROE CORY, in Mechanical Engineering
FREDERICK BRIAN DAY, in Civil Engineering
ROBERT ANTHONY DELORENZO, in Electrical Engineering
DALE RICHARD DENISTON, JR., in Electrical Engineering
JAIHIND SINGH DHODHI, in Chemical Engineering
ROBERT ANTHONY DINAPOLI, in Mechanical Engineering
GERALD P. DIONNE, in Pharmaceutical Science
FREDERICK HENRY DOBSON III, in Zoology
JOSEPH JOHN DOWHAN, in Botany
RICHARD ALLEN DRASDIS, in Civil Engineering
JOHN EDWARD DRESTY, JR., in Metallurgy
WILLIAM KINGSLEY DUCH, in Statistics
DAVID JOSEPH ECSEDY, in Physics
PAUL VICTOR EDELEN, in Mathematics
ROBERT JAMES EKMAN, in Computer Sciencce
HARRIETT JEAN EPSTEIN, in Statistics
ROBERT JOHN FARRELL, in Chemical Engineering
ISAAC FERBER, in Electrical Engineering
ERWIN MIKLOS FERENCZY, in Electrical Engineering
ROBERT J. FERRIS, in Zoology
JAAN-JIUE FONG, in Chemistry
RUSSELL ANDREW FRANSEN, in Civil Engineering
JOHN R. GAMBINO, in Chemistry
THOMAS RUSSELL GIASOMO, in Physics
DAVE ROBERT GIBBONS, in Plant Science: Wildlife Management
MELINDA ANN GLOWACKI, in Microbiology
Thirty-nine
BERNARD A. GROSS, in Chemistry
JEFFREY NELSON HALL, in Computer Science
RASHID HAMID, in Civil Engineering
JOHN A. HAMMER, in Electrical Engineering
FREDERICK L. HART, in Civil Engineering
JOHN LEIFF HEAGLE, in Civil Engineering
DEREK GREMEL HELMBOLDT, in Zoology
JEAN SODERMAN HERSH, in Chemistry
JOHN HILBERT HEUER, in Plant Science: Wildlife Management
KENNETH THOMAS HODDER, in Metallurgy
DAVID CHARLES HODDINOTT, in Mechanical Engineering
RICHARD ALAN HOLCOMB, in Chemical Engineering
ROBERT FRANKLIN HOLLOWAY, in Electrical Engineering
ANTHONY HSU-AN HSIA, in Aerospace Engineering
SUZAN SHU-YING HUANG, in Botany
RICHARD MICHAEL HULL, in Geology
ANDRIS INDARS, in Zoology
VINOD KUMAR JAIN, in Electrical Engineering
NANCY ANNE JAMES, in Genetics
JAY CONSTANTINE JEFFES, in Mechanical Engineering
WARREN EARL JOHNS, in Plant Science: Wildlife Management
MICHAEL LINN JOHNSON, in Biochemistry
RAYMOND GORDON JOHNSON, JR., in Electrical Engineering
ROBERT E. L. JOHNSTON, JR., in Civil Engineering
TING-PO KAM, in Zoology
KATAPADY YASHAVANTH KAMATH, in Chemistry
ALAN JOEL KAUFMAN, in Biological Engineering
NANCY KEMPLER, in Mathematics
DAVID PHILLIP KENNEDY, in Computer Science
PETER PAUL KOPYSCIANSKI, in Mechanical Engineering
FRANCEE RHEA KRAMER, in Zoology
PATRICIA F. KUCHLE, in Zoology
AVINASH DINKAR KULKARNI, in Electrical Engineering
RAGHVIR G. KUMBLE, in Metallurgy
WEN-HUNG Kuo, in Agricultural Economics
VICTORIA CHEN KWOK, in Computer Science
CHARLES ALEXANDER LACIJAN, in Electrical Engineering
KARL ALEX LANGHEINRICH, in Animal Diseases
JERALD RICHARD LARSON, in Plant Science: Horticulture
JOSEPH JOHN LARUSSA, JR., in Mechanical Engineering
CHUN-SEN LEE, in Electrical Engineering
Yu-DER LEE, in Chemical Engineering
DAVID MEL LEVANTO, in Aerospace Engineering
HOWARD LEVINE, in Electrical Engineering
BYRON CRAIG LEWIS, in Statistics
WILLIAM H. T. LILLIE III, in Mechanical Engineering
TRIVIKRAM RAGHUNATH LIMAYE, in Electrical Engineering
CnoRNG-JEN LIN, in Chemical Engineering
SHEN-CHUAN LIN, in Computer Science
TIMOTHY ERIC LINKKILA, in Plant Science: Wildlife Management
HsIAo CHI Lox, in Aerospace Engineering
WALTER SEIBERT LUND, in Electrical Engineering
FRANK LOUIS MADARASZ, ln Physics
GLORIA WHET MAO, in Genetics
Forty
RICHARD JOHN MARNICKI, in Civil Engineering
Tom ALAN MARTIN, in Electrical Engineering
JEFFREY HOLT MCCORMACK, in Regulatory Biology
EDWARD LAWRENCE MCLAUGHLIN, in Electrical Engineering
DANIEL BRUCE MEADE, in Geology
ROBERT TAYLOR MEYER, in Mechanical Engineering
SREERAMACHANDRA RAO MIKKILINENI,
in Animal Industries: Animal Nutrition
GUSTAVO ARMANDO MORALES, in Animal Diseases
JOHN RENATO MORTARELLI, in Mathematics
BILL MOUSTAKAKIS, in Civil Engineering
AXUAN NGo, in Poultry Science
BILLIE JEAN NORMAN, in Cytology
HAVEN DALE OLIVER, in Mechanical Engineering
JUDY JOHNSON OLMSTED, in Animal Diseases
HANS MALTE FREDRIK OLVANG, in Plant Science: Horticulture
SALVATORE ANTHONY PALAIA, in Civil Engineering
LESLIE WILLIAM PALMER, in Electrical Engineering
JOHN STEPHEN PHILLIPS, in Civil Engineering
BIMAL KUMAR PODDAR, in Electrical Engineering
DAVID MATTHEW POLIZZOTTI, in Chemistry
DANIEL JOSEPH PORADA, in Civil Engineering
MAUREEN THERESE POWER, in Botany
RICHARD ERWIN POWERS, in Civil Engineering
JOHN LESLIE PRATT, in Electrical Engineering
DONALD A. QUIGLEY, in Electrical Engineering
NANJUND RAMESH Rao, in Electrical Engineering
NANJUND UMESH Rao, in Electrical Engineering
RONALD GEORGE RAYNER, in Civil Engineering
JOHN JOUBERT REEVES, in Metallurgy
HENRY PEYTON RIANHARD, in Mechanical Engineering
VINCENT RICCI, in Chemistry
RONALD F. RICHARDS, in Mechanical Engineering
CARLOS MANUEL RIVERA, in Plant Science: Agronomy
MICHAEL HOWELL ROBERTS, in Civil Engineering
BERT ALLEN Ross, in Chemistry
JOHN JOSEPH ROSSI, in Genetics
RICHARD G. Roux, in Chemical Engineering
ARNOLD ANTHONY ROVERS, in Agricultural Economics
WILLIAM BOCHERT RUBINS, in Mathematics
DONALD WILSON RULE, in Physics
JOHN JOSEPH RYNASKO, in Mechanical Engineering
PETER LEROY SALLADE, in Metallurgy
GEORGE L. SANDERS, in Biochemistry
PHILIP AXEL SAUNDERS, in Physics
SHERMAN MARK SCHAPIRO, in Mechanical Engineering
ROBERT EDWARD SCHMIDT, in Plant Science: Wildlife Management
BARRY SCHNALL, in Chemistry
IZHAK SCHOLNIK, in Plant Science: Horticulture
PAUL EDWIN SCHULTZ, in Mechanical Engineering
BERNARD MAX SEARLE, in Poultry Science
WARREN WILLIAM SEDRAN, in Mechanical Engineering
SUSAN KATHRYN SEMANCIK, in Mathematics
YON-LI SHANGKUAN, in Chemical Engineering
Forty-one
SUDHAKAR VENKATRAYA SHENOY, in Electrical Engineering
NANCY HSIA-HSIANG SHIEH, in Entomology
SHI-LUH PETER SHU, in Chemical Engineering
SARVPRIYA SINGH, in Mechanical Engineering
GERALD PAUL SINKIEWICZ, in Mathematics
PHILIP CRANE SMITH, in Civil Engineering
MICHAEL Amos SPECHT, in Zoology
ROBERT ALBERT SPICUZZA, in Physics
THEODORE RICHARD STANKIEWICZ, in Electrical Engineering
GEORGE WILSON STARKWEATHER, in Electrical Engineering
THOMAS EDWARD STRANGMAN, in Metallurgy
MAGUINEZ ANNE KENT STREET, in Biochemistry
LORRAINE YVONNE STROUMTSOS, in Chemistry
JOHN OLSSON SUNDERLAND, in Chemistry
VALENTY SZWARC, in Electrical Engineering
MICHAEL E. TAKEN, in Physics
DUAN-LEE TANG, in Electrical Engineering
AVGOUSTIS L. TATAKIS, in Pharmaceutical Science
NANCY ROSENBERG TEMKIN, in Statistics
RICHARD LAWRENCE TEMKIN, in Physics
GLYNE UNDINE 0. THORINGTON, in Cell Biology
ANDREW TOROSSIAN, in Electrical Engineering
JOHN C. TROCCIOLA, in Mechanical Engineering
JAN JOHANNES VAN WOERKOM, in Electrical Engineering
ROBERT FRANCIS VICTOR, in Civil Engineering
ALDA MARIA VIDRICH, in Biochemistry
RUSSELL WILLIAM WALDO, in Civil Engineering
KONG YAU WANG, in Metallurgy
SYLVIA SHU-MING WANG, in Computer Science
VICTOR KEH-MIN WEI, in Chemical Engineering
MANFRED WEINREB, in Electrical Engineering
FA WEN, in Mathematics
SHu-Yi WENG, in Botany
THOMAS GUY WENINK, in Zoology
ROBERT ALAN WHARTON, in Zoology
NORMAN J. WHISLER, in Metallurgy
NORMAN ARTHUR WILLIAMS, in Mechanical Engineering
KENNETH EDWARD WITTMER, in Electrical Engineering
Ji-WON YooN, in Genetics
JUN YOSHITANI, in Civil Engineering
BARBARA ZANGLER, in Geology
KAREN MILDRED ZARETSKY, in Botany
Forty-two
MASTER OF ARTS
LEANDER THOMAS ABBOTT, JR., in Sociology
DOROTHEA ANNE ADIMARI, in Education
GWEN MILLER ADZIMA, in Education
HELEN BEUCK AJAY, in Education
DONALD LEWIS ALDERMAN, in Education
LINDA BAUGHMAN ALDERMAN, in Child Development and Family Relations
R. JAMES ALLELY, in Education
THOMAS E ALLEN, in Education
CHARLENE SYLVIA ALLING, in History
DAVID JOSEPH ALVAREZ, in Political Science
En MAUD ANDERSON, in Education
FRED K. ANDERSON, in History
RICHARD FRED ANDRUS, in Theatre
DENNIS GEORGE ANGEL, in Economics
CYNTHIA BLAISE ANGERMEIER, in Speech: Pathology and Audiology
CAROLYN LOUISE ANGLIM, in Education
HELEN ANIS, in Speech: Pathology and Audiology
JOHN WILLIAM ANSAMA, JR., in Psychology
MARK LEIGH ANTIN, in Political Science
SANDRA ANN APPLETON, in Education
ROBERT DOUGLAS ARON, in Psychology
STEPHEN ROGER ARONSON, in Psychology
THOMAS BRADFORD ARTHUR, in Sociology
AVIS J. ASHCROFT, in Education
ANN LIESSE ASHTON, in Education
ANNA BARBARA AUSTIN, in Education
GLORIA CARLSON AXELROD, in Education
RHODA PHYLLIS AZERSKY, in Child Development and Family Relations
H. ANITA DREESEN BACON, in Education
BERNICE TURCOTTE BAILEY, in Education
ROBERT C. BALDWIN, JR., in Education
FRED N. BALET, in Child Development and Family Relations
SUSAN HELENE BALLETTO, in Education
JOHN FRANK BANTELL, in Political Science
KATHLEEN PATRICIA BARRY, in Education
LESLIE CAROL BARTON, in Education
MICHAEL FREDRIC BASSMAN, in French
LOUIS EDGAR BEAUVAIS, in Education
MARY JILL BECKWITH, in Education
ARTHUR WILLIAM BEERS, in German
THOMAS HOWARD BELL, in Education: Physical
THOMAS HENRY BENOIT, in Education
RAYMOND A. BEPKO, in Education
RICHARD PAUL BERGER, in Education
JANINE MARY BERNARD, in Education
FRANCIS HAWKES BEST, in Theatre
WILLIAM HOWARD BETTS, in Economics
EARLE GARDNER BIDWELL, JR., in Education: Music Education
CAROL ANN BILESKI, ill Education
GALE BLAINE BISHOP, in Psychology
JUDITH ANN BLACK, in Education
Forty-three
BARBARA GRANT BLACKWELL in Education
CHRISTINE MARIE BLAZIS, in Education
FRANCES ELIZABETH BLOUNT, in Education
SUZANNE VAN NESS BOE, in Child Development and Family Relations
VINCENT Louis BOLDUC, in Sociology
DIANE EVELYN BONCEK, in Education
DONNA LEE BONDERMAN, in Education
PATRICIA ANN BOSWELL, in Theatre
BARBARA ZOMMER BOUDREAU, in Education
MARK HARVEY BOYER, in English
SALLY MARY BRADSHAW, in Education: Physical
JEAN KEYSER BREEN, in Education
DORIS BRITT, in Education
ROBERT WILLICH BROCKWAY, in Education
CLAIRE JEKULSKI BRONSON, in Economics
SAMUEL LORD BROOKFIELD, JR., in History
HOLLACE P. BROOKS, in Education
MICHAEL JOSEPH BROPHY, in Political Science
KATHERINE WEBBER BROWN, in Education
SARAH M. BROWN, in Education
CHARLES TRIFFLEY BRUSSO, in Education
MARY ELIZABETH BURDICK, in Education
ROBERT B. BURNS, in Economics
MADLYN VECCHIARELLI BYNUM, in English
DENNIS JAY CAHILL, in History
JEAN ELIZABETH CALDER, in Education: Physical
ROGELIO ECHALAR CALIP, in Sociology
CAROLYN M. CALLAHAN, in Education
KAREN LOUISE CAMLET, in Education
HELAINE H. CAMPBELL in Education
CATHERINE C. CANIL, in Education
CHRISTINE GARDNER CANN, in Education
PAUL MONTGOMERY CANNING, in History
DIANE S. GANNON, in Education
EARL WILLIAM CAPRON, in Psychology
DONALD LOUIS CARSO, in Education
GETULIO PEREIRA CARVALHO, in Political Science
DOROTHY K. CASADEI, in Education
BARBARA BETH CASS, in Education
MICHAEL ANTHONY CEDDIA, in Child Development and Family Relations
DAVID JOSEPH CRACK°, in English
MIRIAM D. GOLDBERG CHERKES, in Education
JEAN 0. CHICOINE, in Education
PEI-WHA PATRICIA CHING, in Psychology
ANN E. Owe., in Speech: Pathology and Audiology
JANET LORRAINE CIPOLLA, in Education
'MARIA JULIA CIRURGIAO, in French
ALICE KINSLEY CLARK, in Education
PHYLLIS ELAINE CLEMENT, in Education
AMY HILLMAN COHEN, in Education
MARTIN J. COHN, in Education
VITO ANTHONY COLAPIETRO, in Economics
GUIDO COLARULLI, JR., in Political Science
BARRY HOWARD COLE, in Psychology
Forty-four
BONNIE B. COLLIER, in History
CONSTANCE ANN CONNORS, in Education
NORMA H. COREY, in Education
MARIE CORKERY, in Education
ROBERT LEWIS COTE, in Education: Physical
JOHN WILLIAM COUGHLIN, JR., in Education: Physical
BARBARA LINDQUIST COUSIN, in Education
JOHN JOSEPH CREAMER, in Education
MARY JANE CREVIER, in Education
NOEL B. CUNNINGHAM, in Economics
GEORGE PORTER CURRAN, in Theatre
WALTER EARL DAGGETT, in Education
LOIS MARIE DAGLE, in Sociology
ALAN S. DAMBROV, in History
ANTHONY RAYMOND D'AUGELLI, in Psychology
JUDITH F. D'AUGELLI, in Psychology
CARLA ANN DAVIS, in Clothing, Textiles, and Related Art
GARY LINN DAVIS, in Psychology
BEN ANDREW DEGENOVA, in Political Science
ROSEMARY O'SHEA DEGOURSEY, in Education
MARCELINO TABOA-ICAN DELSON, in Education
LIBERATO OCAMPO DELUMEN, in Economics
ANTHE JOY DEMETER, in History
JUDITH ANN DESY, in Education
EVERETT BYRON DICKINSON, in Education
JAMES EDWARD DOGGART, in Economics
GERALD PAUL DOHERTY, in Economics
ALICE L. DORNEMANN, in Anthropology
JOSEPH RAYMOND DUFFY, in Speech: Pathology and Audiology
JANICE EBNER, in English
ARENA PRINCE EGGLESTON, in Education
JOHN ANTHONY EHINGER, in English
MARY Lou KEET ERARDI, in French
MICHAEL JOHN EVANICK, in History
HORTENSE GIVINGS EVANS, in Education
RICHARD LEROY EVANS, in Education: Physical
ELSIE ANNE FARNAM, in History
PENNY EILEEN FARRELL, in Education
EILEEN ADELE FEENEY, in Education
NANCY CAROL FEKETE, in Education
NITA J. FELSENFELD, in Speech: Pathology and Audiology
SANDRA FELDSTEIN, in Education
DAVID ANTHONY FEMC, in Education
SHELLIE ALVIN FERGUSON, in Education
JOSEPH BURTON FICHANDLER, in History
WILLIAM C. FIELD in Education
JOHN THOMAS FIELDS, in Education
JOAN M. FITZPATRICK, in Education
ANN ELAINE FLANAGAN, in Education
LUCILLE D FORCIER, in Education
JACQUELINE M. Fox, in Clothing, Textiles, and Related Art
ESTELLE MASLOFF FRANKEL, in Education
NORMAN GEORGE FRIDAY, in Education
EILEEN STEINBERG FRISHMAN, in Education
Forty-five
JOANNE FUERST, in English
ETHELYN B. GAGER, in Education
PAMELA ENDEAN GAGNON, in Education
KAREN SCANLAN GARDNER, in History
JUDITH PHILOMENE GARVEY, in German
EDWARD THOMAS GAVIN, in English
DANIEL EARL GEORGES, in Sociology
SHERYL BROWN GLASS, in Theatre
BETTE D. GLICKMAN, in History
JOHN ZACHARY GLUSS, in History
MAIER GOLDBERG, in Philosophy
ANNA Lou GOLDBLATT, in Education
DONNA LYNN GOLDMAN, in Education
CHRISTINE M. GOLDSMITH, in Education
SALLY KELEHER GOODWIN, in Education
NEAL J. GORDON, in Child Development and Family Relations
DIANA GORENSTEIN, in Psychology
JAMES L. GORMLY, in History
KARIN P. GOTTIER, in German
SHARON ANNE GOULD, in Psychology
DENISE LOUISE GOVERNO, in History
DAVID CHARLES GOYETTE, in Education
DAISY AGATHA GRAHAM, in Education
JANET M. GREGORY, in Clothing, Textiles, and Related Art
JAMES MICHAEL GRIFFIN, JR., in Economics
JEROME JOSEPH GRISWOLD, in English
ANITA RACINE GRZELAK, in Clothing, Textiles, and Related Art
KEVIN R. GUERNIER, in Political Science
JEANNETTE MARIE HAAG, in Education
CARL ROBERT HAARMANN, in English
THOMAS FRANK HAGYMASI, in Anthropology
LAURIE ANN HAMACHEK, in Spanish
JOHN HENRY HAMMOND, JR., in Economics
JOAN RAFFETTO HANKS, in Education
ALBERT E. HARRIS, in Music: Applied
DANA BROWN HAWES, in Music: History
CLAUDIA LORRAINE HAWKINS, in Education
LEROY E. HAY, in Theatre
KATHERINE JANET HAYN, in Education
SUSAN HERRMANN, in Education
LORETTA KEIGHRON HESS, in Theatre
GEORGE EDWARD HILL, in Political Science
LAWRENCE HAMPSHIRE HILL, in History
SHARON LEE HOBART, in Political Science
JUDITH ANN HOBERMAN, in Education
SARAH LYNN HOCKING, in Child Development and Family Relations
STEVEN DANIEL HOFFMAN, in Economics
CHERYLL JEAN HOGAN, in Education
MARK HOGAN, in Theatre
ELAINE KASEVICH HOLCOMBE, in Education
ROLAND EDWARD HOLSTEAD, in Sociology
DOROTHY G. HONOHAN, in Education
ELIZABETH SABINA HORBERG, in Education
DAVID HENRY HOWARD, in Economics
Forty-six
VIRGINIA LEE HOWARD, in History
WEI MING HSIEH, in Economics
DANIEL JOEL HUDSON, in Education: Physical
FRANCIA F. HUNTER, in Education
WILLIAM JAMES HUST III, in History
TAMARA HUTNIK, in History
STEVE C. IMBER, in Education
MARGARET C. JACOBSON, in English
JESTH JAOVISIDA, in Economics
ANNE ELISABETH JASKIEWICZ, in Latin
SUSAN MITCHELL JAY, in Education
RAYMOND NATHANIEL JENNESS, JR., in Theatre
LLOYD A. JOHNSON, in Education
ANN BROADWATER JONES, in Education
JULIET ANN JONES, in Education
LOUIDA OREE JONES, in Education
SUZANNE P. JONES, in Theatre
JOANNE GESSAY KANE, in Education
JOAN MIAU-JEN KAO, in Economics
KOONG-LIAN KAO, in Economics
MERYLE MAHRER KAPLAN, in Anthropology
HOWARD JOEL KAPLOWITZ, in Economics
BEVERLY KARDON, in Speech: Pathology and Audiology
MARJORIE FINCH KASTNING, in Education: Music Education
RICHARD GEORGE KEIR, in Psychology
DAVID IGNATIUS KELLEY, in Education
ROBERT FREDERICK KELLY, in Education
SUSAN MANSFIELD KELLY, in Education
MARIAN Z. KELSEY, in Education
MARY-LEE E KIMBALL, in French
BARRY MARTIN KINGSBURY, in Theatre
BARBARA KIRSHENBLUT, in Sociology
FRIXOS ONOUFRIOU KITROMELIDES, in Economics
ROBERT M. KLAEGER, in Theatre
ENN OMAR KOIVA, in History
NAOMI KOMISAR, in History
PAULA DEE KOPACZ, in English
PAUL RICHARD KORN, in Psychology
STANLEY JOHN KOSLOSKI, JR., in Education
CLAIRE S. KRAUSE, in Education
LAKSHMI BHAGAVATULA KRISHNA MURTY, in Sociology
STEWART HARRY KRISTIANSEN, in Education
DALE FRANCIS KUNTZ, in Economics
ALDONA KURAPKA, in French
LOUISE C. LABELLE, in History
BARBARA ELLSON LACEY, in History
HANNA KATARZYNA LACHERT, in Music: Applied
STANLEY GEORGE LAKTASIC, in Education: Music Education
RANDOLPH LAMKIN, JR., in Sociology
ROBERT LEO LAMONTAGNE, in Education
ROBERT ALAN LANDAU, in Education
LILLIAN JOAN LANZAFAME, in Psychology
JANET MARY LARAIA, in Education
LOUISE ALICE LAUGHLIN, in History
Forty-seven
MARSHA JEAN LAWSON, in EducatiOn
ADAM M. LAZARRE, in Theatre
DANIEL MAX LEIN, in Theatre
JANET MARIE LENAHAN, in Education
JOHN PHILIP LENAHAN, in Education
JANICE LOUISE LENNOX, in Education
CHRISTINE LEPONE, in Education
JOSEPH FRANCIS LEVANTO, in Education
GAIL JUDITH LEVINE, in Education
ROCHELLE KAY LEVINE, in Education
JUDITH LORRAINE LEVY, in Education
AUGUST MICHAEL LINK, in Education: Physical
FRANKLIN THEODORE LISTER, in Education
DENESE NANCY LOMBARDI, in Education
CONSTANCE ELISSA LOMETTI, in Theatre
ROBIN LEWIS LUNDGREN, in Political Science
JUDY ANN LUSTER, in Theatre
CARLENE LUTZ, in Education
MARY HELEN MACARY, in Education
JEAN CAROL MACCARONE, in Education
LILLIAN PAULINE MACINTYRE, in Child Development and Family Relations
KARL HOFMANN MACKESSON, in Speech: Pathology and Audiology
CAROL A. MACMULLEN, in Education
DOMENICK J. MAGLIO, in Child Development and Family Relations
KAREN LARSON MAGUIRE, in English
EDDA JOAN MAHRU, in French
HEINZ DETLEF MAINONE, in Political Science
CARLEEN ANN MAMMONE, in Child Development and Family Relations
HENRY JOSEPH MANEGRE, in Education
CONSTANTINE GEORGE MANOS, in Education
HANNA PERLSTEIN MARCUS, in Education
PHILIP DEAN MARKS, in Economics
PHYLLIS IRENE MARKS, in Education
DAVID W. MARSLAND, in Education
JOHN EDWARD MARTHINSEN, in Economics
MARY ELLEN MARTIN, in Education
TIMOTHY PAUL MARTIN, in English
MARCIA KRISTINE MASON, in Education
BRUCE RONALD MASTRACCHIO, in Education: Physical
JUDY ELAINE MATSON, in Education
LAWRENCE SCOTT MAXWELL in Education
CAROLYN LOUISE MBORIA, in Education
JOSEPH THOMAS MCBRIDE, in Economics
WILLIAM MICHAEL MCCOOK, in Education
GREGORY WILLIAM MCCORMICK, in Political Science
LORENA RUTH MCDONALD, in Theatre
JAMES FRANCIS MCGETRICK, in Education
CHARLOTTE RUTH MCGRAY, in Education
JAMES JOSEPH MCKENNEY, in Education
WALTER M. MCLOUGHLIN, in Political Science
EILEEN MEDEIROS, in Education
PATRICK GEORGE MEGUIRE, in Psychology
MENAHEM MEIR, in Music: Applied
WILBERT EMERSON MERCHANT, in Education
Forty-eight
ROY H. MEROLLI, in Political Science
NANCY RUBIN MESSER, in Child Development and Family Relations
ANNE GILLARD METZINGER, in Music: Applied
MARIANNE SPALDING MICHAELS, in French
ROBERT JOSEPH MICHAELS, in Psychology
PATRICIA ANNE MILLER, in English
ARTHUR JOSEPH MIRABILE, in Music: Theory
JOSEPH PATRICK MISTRETTA, in Education: Physical
MICHAEL ANTHONY MOGAVERO, in Economics
MARGUERITE R. MOORE, in Education
NANCY MILLER MOORE, in Education
RONALD W. MORRISETTE, in Education
WILLIAM BARRINGTON MORSE, in Education
RICHARD CHARLES MORTON, in Anthropology
DAVID CHARLES MOSHER, in Education
ROSALIE MULLER MUELLER, in Clothing, Textiles, and Related Art
JOSEPH FRANCIS MULHALL, in Sociology
SALLY MUNNELL, in History
JOSEPH BRIAN MURPHY, in Economics
LYNNE FRANCES MURPHY, in Education
JOAN ADELE BENTLEY MUSSEN, in Sociology
FRANK A. NAPOLITANO, in Political Science
STUART KURT NEAL, in Education
ALICE ROFFEY NELSON, in Education
JUDITH ANN NELSON, in Education
ROBERT S. NEWHOUSE, in Psychology
MARGARET FAYE NICHOLS, in Psychology
BETTY ANN NICHOLSON, in Education
SUZANNE H. NILSSON, in Child Development and Family Relations
RICHARD PAUL NODDEN, in Education
JANE MILLICENT NORELL, in Education
CHARLENE EDNA O'BRIEN, in Speech: Rhetoric and Public Affairs
VIRGINIA SARGENT O'BRIEN, in Education
JULIE O'DONNELL in Speech: Pathology and Audiology
CAROLYN PREBLE OLMSTEAD, in Education: Physical
LANCE ALEN OLSEN, in Child Development and Family Relations
ELLEN HODGSON O'SHAUGHNESSY, in Music: Theory
OYA OZYUREKLI, in Sociology
JANE WALTERS PAILAS, in Education
JAMES BURKE PALLEY, in Education
JOY MARIE PALM, in Education
SANDRA VANESSA PALONEN, in Speech: Pathology and Audiology
BASIL TERRENCE PAQUET, in English
SANDRA KATHLEEN PAQUET, in English
ELAINE YOUNG PAQUIN, in Clothing, Textiles, and Related ALL
GAIL OSBORNE PASZEK, in Clothing, Textiles, and Related Art
RICHARD CHARLES PEAGLER, in Education
LESTER S. PEARLSTEIN, in Child Development and Family Relations
KAREN LEITER PEARSON, in Speech: Pathology and Audiology
JEANETTE MCINTOSH PECK, in Child Development and Family Relations
ROBERT AUGUST PEELSTROM, JR., in Education
PETER BROOKS PENDERGAST, in English
FRANK V. PENSIERO, in Education: Physical
JOAN ANGELA PESCE, in Education
Forty-nine
ROGER S. PETERS, in Education
LORENE PETTYJOHN, in Education
PATRICIA A. PIKE, in Speech: Pathology and Audiology
GARY MICHAEL PILLION, in Education
BETSY BAKER PILLITTERI, in Education
JAMES VIRGINIO PINTO, in Economics
MARION COLETTE PLATT, in Education
DARIA MARIE PLUMMER, in Education
DARWIN MICHAEL POPOW, in Economics
LIONEL PORTER, in Education
BARBARA HALE POWERS, in Education
JEAN CAROL POWERS, in Education
JENIFER BEAUMONT PRATT, in German
CYNTHIA JANE PRICE, in Education
GLORIA JEAN PUCCI, in Education
WALTER EARL PURVIS, JR., in Education
BARBARA JEAN QUAGGE, in Education
GENE ALEXANDER QUALMAN, in Economics
JANE ELIZABETH RADCLIFFE, in History
ROGER BERNARD RAWLINGS, in English
ILENE SUMMA REINER, in English
MARTHA LOUISE REUTER, in Education
ANNE JUDITH REZNIKOFF, in Political Science
JUDITH LEE RICHEY, in Education
LESLIE PERFECT RICKLIN, in History
ARTHUR ALEXANDER RIIHIMAKI, JR., in English
JOHN L. RIOUX, in Education
ALICE C. ROBERT, in Speech: Pathology and Audiology
REBECCA GIBSON ROBINSON, in Education: Physical
JANICE LEE ROBSON, in German
AMY LYDIA RONAI, in Education
RICHARD JOSEPH ROSEK, in Education: Physical
JOLENE FRANCES Ross, in Education
DAVID PATRICK ROSSITER III, in Education
CAROLINE BARRETT ROTHBERG, in Education
JOHN TERRENCE ROURKE, in Political Science
MICHAEL JOHN RUBITSKI, in Education
ANNE LYOLA RUDGE, in Education
CAROLYN LEE RUMAN, in Education
ROGER W. RUNDLE, in Music: Applied
MARGARET MARIE Russ, in Education
BERNADETTE EILEEN RUSSEK, in Education
ELIZABETH RIVERS RUSSELL, in Child Development and Family Relations
SALvATORE SAITTA, in Education
JOHN CAMACHO SALAS, in Education
ROBERT MARTIN SALINGER, in History
JESUS L. SAMPER-AHUMADA, in Sociology
NELLY E SANTOS, in Spanish
ROBERT MICHAEL SASSANO, in History
ROBERT WALDRON SCHAEFER, in Education: Physical
BARNI NUSSBAUM SCHLEIN, in English
ROBERT EDEY SCHNARE, JR., in History
WILLIAM HOWARD SCHOECK, in Education
PRISCILLA M. SCHULTE, in Anthropology
Fifty       
MARIANNA SCHULTZ, in Education
DONALD ERNEST SCHWAB, in Economics
EMILY SMITH SCHWARTZ, in Education
JOHN GEORGE SEBASTIAO, in Political Science
W. LAVERNE SEGAR, in Education
MARY MARGARET SESAK, in Theatre
ARTHUR STEVEN SHARRON, JR., in Education
MICHAEL PAUL SIBIGA, in Education
GERALDINE PATRICIA SIBLEY, in Spanish
RICHARD ARTHUR SIEGEL, in English
NANCY ELLEN SIEVERT, in Theatre
HERBERT SILVER, in Theatre
JANE LITTEN SILVERMAN, in History
GAIL MARILYN SIMMEROK, in Education
TIMOTHY MICHAEL SMEEDING, in Economics
DANIEL D. SMITH, in Education
ROYAL E. SMITH, in Education
STEVEN JEROME SMITH, in Education
LYNN DOREEN SMYTH, in Education
SANDRA RUTH SODERLUND, in Child Development and Family Relations
THALIA MARIE SORENSON, in Education
ELIZABETH MARY SPALLA, in Theatre
DONALD KENNETH STEIN, in Psychology
NAOMI STEINFELD, in English
RICHARD GEORGE STEINFELD, in Music: Applied
THOMAS FRANK STEPNOWSKI, in Education
ANDREW MCDONALD STEVENS, in History
JAY RANDOLPH STEWART, in Political Science
MARION ISABEL STOCKING, in Clothing, Textiles, and Related Art
ALICE M. STONE, in Education
GARY PALMER STORHOFF, in English
VERSIA THOMAS STUBBS, in Education
RICHARD STURGEON, in Education
TERRI HOWARD STURTEVANT, in Education
CHARLES H. SWANSON, in Sociology
EDITH L. SWATZBURG, in Education
BARBARA JOAN TALLENT, in Education
LEROY ERNEST TEMPLE, in Education
PATRICIA ANN TEPHLY, in Education
JACK THAW, in Psychology
JERRY FRANCIS THEILER, in Education
BRYN THOMAS, in Education
GEORGE JARVIS THOMPSON III, in English
PETER IRWYN TILLETT, in Education
TANA TITINAN, in Education
WILLIAM EDWARD TOLHURST, in Philosophy
DONALD PATRICK TOMASHEK, in Sociology
JAMES CHARLES TOMLIN, in History
RAYMOND GEORGE TORNS, JR., in Music: Applied
CAROL A, TORRENS, in Education
PAUL J. TORTOLANI, in Political Science
JAYNE LAW TOURTELLOTTE, in Education
ROLAND ROY TRAILOR, in Education
MARY MARGARET TREANOR, in History
Fifty-one
NORMA ANN TRELL, in Education
EDMOND JOHN TRUE, in Political Science
HELEN KAI-WEN TSAI, in Speech: Rhetoric and Public Address
NANCY ELIZABETH TURNER, in Sociology
PATRICIA ANN TUSAVITZ, in Linguistics
SANDRA REIMER ULRICH, in Speech: Pathology and Audiology
JOHANNA DYNON VACCA, in Clothing, Textiles, and Related Art
RICHARD H. VALENTINE III, in Education
LEE VAN BREMEN, in Education
BEATRICE BARBARA VAN ORDEN in Education
CARMEN M. VAZQUEZ ORTIZ, in Education
ROLAND H. VINYARD, in History
THOMAS HENRY WADE, in Music: Applied
MARY REINETTE WADSWORTH, in Education
JANE HOFFMANN WALLOR, in Education
KAREN RUTH WALSTEDT, in Education
ROXANN M. WALTERS, in Sociology
META HELENE WARD, in Education
ANITA FAYE WARE WARDEN, in Psychology
LEW MOORE WARDEN III, in Psychology
ROBERT JOHN WARREN, in Sociology
WILLIAM WASHABAUGH, in Anthropology
PATRICK MICHAEL WATSON, in Education
SAMUEL LEONARD WEBB, in Economics
ROBERT PHILIP WEBER, in Sociology
ROBERT ARTHUR WEEKS, in Psychology
EMMONS WELCH, in English
IRENE MARIE WELKER, in Education
WAYNE HARVEY WESTERMAN, in Education
BRUCE LYNN WHEELER, in Education: Physical
MAURICE RICHARD WHITTINGHAM, in Psychology
ANN LEARNED WHITTUM, in Education: Physical
RACHEL RHOMAINE WILBANKS,
in Child Development and Family Relations
RONALD A. WILLOUGHBY, in History
ELEANOR RUTH WILLS, in Child Development and Family Relations
THOMAS JOSEPH WOJICK, in Education
VICTORIA SEITZ WOLF, in History
FLONNIE LOUISE WOOD, in Education
DAVID MARK WORTH, in Music: Applied
NORMA LAWTON WU, in Education
ELAINA MARY YENKAVITCH, in Political Science
THEODORE LEBIEDZIK ZAWISTOWSKI, in Sociology
FRANCIS WILLIAM ZBIKOWSKI, JR., in Education
SUSAN H. ZETOFF, in Music: History
MICHAEL A. ZINN, in Music: Theory
STEVEN WILLIAM ZIPPIN, in Education
MOHAMED OMAR ZUBEIR, in Economics
JUDITH ANN ZUPNIK, in Education
Fifty-two
































CHARLES BERNARD DONNELLAN, JR.
RAYMOND E. DUCHAINE
LARRY NORMAN DUNN

















FORREST MATTHEW HEINRICH, JR.
























































HERBERT JULIUS MORRIS, JR.
HARRY MAXWELL MUELLER, JR.






















JOSEPH FRANCIS RYAN, JR.
DONALD JOSEPH ST. HILAIRE
EUGENE SAMMARTINO
ERNEST E. SANDELLI, JR.
JOSEPH LOUIS SARDINAS, JR.































































































































































MELVILLE WILLIAM ACKERMAN, 111 Physics: Theoretical
Doctoral Dissertation: Phonon Scattering by Dislocations in Alloys
JOHN JOSEPH ADAMCZYK, in Applied Mechanics
Doctoral Dissertation: Passage of an Airfoil through a Three-
Dimensional Disturbance
ANTON HELMUTH AMANN, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmaceutics
Doctoral Dissertation: Water Vapor Transmission Properties of Free
and Applied Polymer Films
STEPHEN ROGER ARONSON, in Psychology: Clinical
Doctoral Dissertation: A Comparison of Cognitive vs Focused-Activ-
ities Techniques in Sensitivity Group Training
MATTHEW ANTHONY AUGUSTINE,  in Pharmaceutical Science. Pharmaceutics
Doctoral Dissertation: The Use of a Liquid-Lipid Transport Cell
as a Model for Drug Absorption
KEVIN CHARLES BAACK, in Education: Special
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Work Setting Variables on
Employer Attitudes toward Epileptics
DAVID LEONARD BAILLIE, 1E1 Genetics
Doctoral Dissertation: Studies on the Mechanism of Supressor of
Vermilion Action in Drosophila melanogaster- I Enzymatic
Studies; II. Genetic Studies; III. In Vitro Protein Synthetic
Studies
JOSEPH DAVID BANZER, in Chemistry: Analytical
Doctoral Dissertation: The Kinetics of the Thermal Decomposition
of Naphthalene
DAVID FRANCIS BAUER, in Statistics
Doctoral Dissertation: Contributions to Nonparametric Hypothesis
Testing and Estimation
JoHN EUGENE BECKLEY, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: An Evaluation of the "Open Door" Admission
Policy in Connecticut Community Colleges with Reference to
Regional and National Practices
CARL HOWARD BERLINGER, in Mechanical Engineering: Thermodynamics,
Heat and Mass Transfer, and Rate Processes
Doctoral Dissertation: Turbulent Mass Transport and Flame Spread-
ing Rates within Turbulent Flames Confined in a Variable
Area Duct
Fifty-six
GREGORY FRANKLIN BERRY, in Applied Mechanics
Doctoral Dissertation: Stress Wave Propagations in Isotropic Beams
IRWIN BETTER, in Education: Guidance, Counseling, and Personnel
Doctoral Dissertation: An Experimental Study of the "Self-Actualiz-
ing" Theory of Creativity
CHRISTOPHER PENNY BICKFORD, in History: Modern European
Doctoral Dissertation: The Improving Principle: Changing Attitudes
towards Social Mobility in England, 1700-1860
JOHN RICHARD BIRK, in Biological Engineering
Doctoral Dissertation: Statistical Description and Analysis of an In-
sect Neuron's Spike Sequence with Emphasis on Negative Cor-
relation Between Adjacent Interspike Intervals
DAVID WILLIAM BLois, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmaceutics
Doctoral Dissertation: Study of the Action of Surface Active Bac-
tericides on Simulated Bacterial Cell Walls
BRADLEY SHERWOOD BOWDEN, in Zoology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Relationship of Light and Temperature
to Reproduction in the Guppy, Poecilia Reticulata Peters
SANDRA MARcEAU BRIGGS, in Spanish
Doctoral Dissertation: Humanism in the Fiction of Manuel Rojas
SHIRLEY COLLINS BROWNING, in Agricultural Economics
Doctoral Dissertation: Analysis of the Optimum Carryover Level for
Grains in Relation to Foreign Aid Requirements
MARSHALL DAVID BURGHARDT, in Mechanical Engineering: Thermody-
namics, Heat and Mass Transfer, and Rate Processes
Doctoral Dissertation: A Non-Equilibrium Thermodynamic Anal-
ysis of Sublimation in a Porous Medium
JOSEPH FRANCIS CALABRO, in Microbiology
Doctoral Dissertation: Microbiology of Septage
WILLIAM PAUL CANDELORI, in Education: Evaluation and Measurement
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Non-Cognitive Variables upon
Test-Taking Behavior
HECTOR RICHARD CARBONE, in Education: Supervision and Curriculum
Development
Doctoral Dissertation: The History of the Rhode Island Institute of
Instruction and the Rhode Island Normal School as Agencies
and Institutions of Teacher Education, 1845-1920
KWONG-YU CHAN, in Botany: Phycology and Morphology
Doctoral Dissertation: A Cytological Study of Selected Species of
Coelastrum
Fifty-seven
HAROLD LEROY CHAPMAN, in Education: Secondary
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effect of an In-Service Summer Elemen-
tary School Science Education Institute on Attitudes toward
Science and Science Understanding of Elementary School
Teachers
ROSANNA MEI-HUEI WANG CHIU, in Biochemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: The Biosynthesis and Turnover of the Protein
Components of Hepatic Endoplasmic Reticulum
MICHAEL C. CIMINO, in Zoology
Doctoral Dissertation: Meiotic Mechanisms and Cytogenetics of a
Unisexual-Bisexual Complex of the Viviparous Fish Poeciliopsis
KERRY BRUCE CLARK, in Zoology
Doctoral Dissertation: Life Cycles of Southern New England Nudi-
branch Molluscs
DAVID FRANCIS CLUNE, in Education: Secondary
Doctoral Dissertation: The Legal Pattern for School District Region-
alization in Massachusetts from 1949 to 1970
ALAN WARREN COHEN, in Education: Evaluation and Measurement
Doctoral Dissertation: Some Factors Relating to the Attrition of Be-
ginning Teachers from Inner City Schools: Predictors for Im-
proved Recruitment
EUGENE EDWARD CURRAN, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: An Evaluation of the Significance of Selected
Personal Characteristics of Community College Students as De-
terminers of Achievement in College
MARILYN EMMONS CUSTER, in Spanish
Doctoral Dissertation: The Tropi and Figurae of Ornatus in Pedro
Lopez de Ayala's Granites de Los Reyes de Castilla
RICHARD THOMAS DAY, in Education: Evaluation and Measurement
Doctoral Dissertation: An Analysis of Prison Inmate versus Commu-
nity College Student Performance on the CGP
OSWALD GEORGE DELISSER, in Statistics
Doctoral Dissertation: Classification: The Linear Discriminant Func-
tion with Samples from Mixed Normal Distributions
FREDERICK HENRY DIBATTISTA, in Chemistry: Organic
Doctoral Dissertation: Some Reactions of p-Chlorophenylazeothynyl-
benzene and the Mass Spectra of the Products Thus Obtained
JACK D. DIEHL, JR., in Microbiology
Doctoral Dissertation: Relationships between RNA Synthesis and
Immunocompetence in Antigen Stimulated Murine Peritoneal
Exudate Cells
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RICHARD CORNELIUS DRISCOLL, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmaceu-
tical and Medicinal Chemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: The Synthesis of Allylic Esters Related to the
Hepatotoxic Pyrrolizidine Alkaloids
RENE Louis DUBE, in Electrical Engineering: Electromagnetics and Phy-
ical Electronics
Doctoral Dissertation: The Shielded Helix under Short Pulse Excita-
tion
RONALD ROBERT EDWARDS, in Education: Supervision and Curriculum
Development
Doctoral Dissertation: Predicting Success in Remediation Programs
in Mathematics for the Public Community Junior College
NED BARRY EGEN, in Chemistry: Inorganic
Doctoral Dissertation: The Diphenyliodonium Ion in Ligand Re-
actions: A Study of the Phenylation of Cyano Complexes
MICHAEL F. ELLIOTT-JONES, in Economics: International Trade and Fi-
nance
Doctoral Dissertation: Exports and Economic Development: The
West Indian Case, with Special Emphasis on Tourism
SAMIH KHALIL FARSOUN, in Sociology: Social Organization and Institu-
tions
Doctoral Dissertation: Family Structure in a Modernizing Society
(Lebanon)
MICHAEL JOSEPH FINNERTY, in Chemistry: Physical
Doctoral Dissertation: The Kinetics of the Thermal Decomposition
of l,l,l-Trifluoro-2-Butanome
BURTON LLOYD FISCHMAN, in Education: Secondary
Doctoral Dissertation: Cognitive and Affective Response to Literary
and Non-Literary Materials
MARY ANN METZGER FISHER, in Psychology: Child and Developmental
Doctoral Dissertation: Attention-Retention Theory of Discrimina-
tion Learning
SHERMAN PAUL FIVOZINSKY, in Physics: Experimental Nuclear
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of the Collective States in "Sr and
8917 by Inelastic Electron Scattering
JAAN-JIUE FONG, in Chemistry: Organic
Doctoral Dissertation: Reaction of Cyclopropenes and Related Com-
pounds with Ferric Chloride
JoHN FRANCIS GREENE in Education: Evaluation and Measurement
Doctoral Dissertation: Scoring Creativity Tests by Computer Simu-
lation
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MICHAEL BAIRD GREGORY, in Mathematics
Doctoral Dissertation: p-Helson Sets, 1 <p<2
ROBERT ORIGENE GUILBAULT, in Education: Elementary
Doctoral Dissertation: A Comparison of Student Activity Programs
in Three Types of Connecticut Middle Schools
ROBERT W. GUILE, in Electrical Engineering: Control and Communica-
tion Systems
Doctoral Dissertation: A Variational Technique and its Application
to Model-Reference Control
CHARLES DAVID HADLEY, JR., in Political Science: Political Processes and
Behavior
Doctoral Dissertation: The Anatomy of a Profession: American Poli-
tical Scientists in a Time of Campus and Social Unrest
ABDUL HAMID, in Entomology
Doctoral Dissertation: Cyminae of the World (Lygaeidae: Heterop-
tera)
STEFAN JAROSLAW HARASYMIW, in Education: Special
Doctoral Dissertation: Attitudes toward the Disabled as a Function
of Prejudice toward Minority Groups, Familiarity with the Dis-
abled, Age, Sex, and Education
JAMES J. HEARNEY, in Mechanical Engineering: Thermodynamics, Heat
and Mass Transfer, and Rate Processes
Doctoral Dissertation: The Study of a Laminar Wake Produced by
a Semi-infinite Plate in a Rectangular Channel
RICHARD JAMES HENRY, in Aerospace Engineering
Doctoral Dissertation: Experimental Investigation of Vortex Shed-
ding and Enthalpy Measurement Techniques Using a High-
Temperature Arc Generator Source
KARL ADOLPH HERZOG, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmaceutics
Doctoral Dissertation: Drug Permeation through Thin Model Mem-
branes
JOSEPH J. HOLMES, in History: United States
Doctoral Dissertation: The National Guard of Pennsylvania: Police-
man of Industry, 1865-1905
ERIC TSING-HAO Hsu, in Chemistry: Organic
Doctoral Dissertation: Reactions and Mechanisms of Haleonamine
ROBERT H. JAcKMAN, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: An In-Depth Study of the Organizational
Climate of Selected School Systems in Massachusetts to Identify
Characteristics Which Affect Collective Bargaining between
Teacher Groups and School Committees
Sixty
RONALD L. JACOBI', in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmaceutical and Medi-
cinal Chemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: The Synthesis of Potential Narcotic Antag-
onists
PAUL JANKIEWICZ, in Education: Guidance, Counseling, and Personnel
Doctoral Dissertation: Study of Disciplinary Practices in American
Higher Education from 1636 to 1900
PEARL BRIERE JEFFERS, in Education: Secondary
Doctoral Dissertation: An Assessment of Practices in Reading Pro-
grams in Junior High Schools in Connecticut
GWENDOLYN EVANS JENSEN, in History: Modern European
Doctoral Dissertation: Prussian Ecclesiastical Reform: A Study of
Social Reformers in the Vorrnarz
WILLIAM H. JOHNS, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmaceutics
Doctoral Dissertation: Quantifications of the Binding Tendencies
of Cholestyramine
RICHARD LOUIS JUDD, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: The Extracurriculum and the Federal Courts:
An Analysis of Decisions and Their Impact upon Higher Edu-
cation
MICHAEL CHARLES KARAMARGIN, in Physics: Low Temperature
Doctoral Dissertation: The Thermal and Electrical Conductivity of
Pure and Cadmium-Doped Tin from 4.5°K to 75°K
BERNARD S. KATZ, in Economics: Growth, Development, and Cycles
Doctoral Dissertation: Mexican Import Policy and Industrialization,
1929-1965
HARVEY A. KATZ, in Psychology: Personality
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Previous Exposure to Porno-
graphic Film, Sexual Instrumentality, and Guilt on Male Verbal
Aggression against Women
ROBERT ALLEN KAYE, in Education: Guidance, Counseling, and Personnel
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effectiveness of a Guidance-Counseling-
Study Skills Treatment Program on the Academic Achievement
of Failing College Freshmen
FRANK JOSEPH KERNOZEK, JR., in Chemistry: Organic
Doctoral Dissertation: The Stereochemistry of a Conjugate Addition
EMILY FLORA KIRSTEIN, in Psychology: General Experimental
Doctoral Dissertation: Temporal Factors in Perception of Dichotically
Presented Stop Consonants and Vowels
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LAWRENCE EDWARD KNAAK, in Chemistry: Organic
Doctoral Dissertation: I. The Pigments of Stapelia and Gynura Au-
rantiaca; II. The Synthetic Chemistry of the Iridoids
ROBERT HENRY LAFLAMME, in Education: Elementary
Doctoral Dissertation: An Analysis of the Impact of Two Elementary
Teacher Preparation Programs on the Attitudes, Understandings,
and Knowledge of Prospective Elementary Teachers.
RICHARD HECTOR LAVOIE, in Statistics
Doctoral Dissertation: An Anova-Type Procedure for the Analysis
of Rankings
ERNEST HARRY LAW, in Applied Mechanics
Doctoral Dissertation: Analysis of the Nonlinear Dynamics of a Rail-
way Vehicle Wheelset
JOHN NATHANIEL LEACH, in Education: Foundations of Education
Doctoral Dissertation: Cultural Factors Affecting the Adjustment of
Puerto Rican Children to Schooling in Hartford, Connecticut
ROSALINE LEVENSON, in Political Science: Public Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: Municipal Legislators: A Study of Attributes,
Attitudes, and job Satisfactions
EVELYN GARY LEWIS, in Education: Special
Doctoral Dissertation: The Relationship of Body Image and Self
Concept in Selected Disability Groups
SHU-TUNG Li, in Chemistry: Physical and Theoretical
Doctoral Dissertation: Electron Diffraction Studies of Strained Poly-
cyclic Organic Molecules: 1,4 Dimethylbicyclo [2.1.0] Pentane,
Tricyclo [3.2.1.0 1 ,5] Octane, 8-Oxatricyclo [3.2.1.0 1 ,5] Octane,
7-Norbornanone and 7-Oxanorbornane.
SIDNEY S. LIPSHIRES, in History: Modern European
Doctoral Dissertation: Herbert Marcuse: From Marx to Freud and
Beyond
DAVID ARNOLD LOVEJOY, in Zoology: Ecology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effect of Logging on Small Mammal
Populations in the White Mountain National Forest of New
Hampshire
BARRY THOMAS LUBIN, in Applied Mechanics
Doctoral Dissertation: Critical Height for Vortex Formation on the
Surface of a Liquid Draining from a Rotating Cylindrical Tank
FRANK WILLIAM LUTH, JR., in Education: Special
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effect of the Training and Competence
of a Director of Special Education on the Attitude of Special
Education Teachers
Sixty-two
BERNARD ANGUS MACDONALD, in English
Doctoral Dissertation: E. E. Cummings: A Study of "Epithalamion"
and "Puella Mea"
JOHN THOMAS MACDONALD, in Education: Elementary
Doctoral Dissertation: The Development of Career Line Models for
Four Administrative Roles of Middle Management in Education
MALCOLM ANDERSEN MACGREGOR, in Chemistry: Physical and Theoretical
Doctoral Dissertation: Electron Diffraction Studies of the Molecular
Structure of Carbon Dioxide, Norbornane, 1,4-Dichloronor-
bornane and Ethyl Benzene
DONALD RAY MARSHALL, in English
Doctoral Dissertation: The Green Promise: Greenness as a Dominant
Symbol in the Quest for Eden in American Fiction
JAMES HILTON MARSHALL, in Political Science: Public Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: Effects of In-Service Training on Professional
Attitudes of Connecticut Municipal Officials
ROBERT LAWRENCE MARTIN, in Zoology: Systematics and Evolution
Doctoral Dissertation: The Natural History and Taxonomy of the
Rock Vole, Microtus chrotorrhinus
THOMAS FREDERICK MCCARTHY, in Mechanical Engineering: Thermody-
namics, Heat and Mass Transfer, and Rate Processes
Doctoral Dissertation: A Method for the Numerical Solution of
Laminar Compressible Flow Problems
ELENA CARRANO MCCOY, in Microbiology
Doctoral Dissertation: Germination of Conidia of Penicillium Chry-
sogenurn
FRANCIS EDWARD MCKAY, in Zoology
Doctoral Dissertation: Behavioral Aspects of Population Dynamics
in Unisexual-Bisexual Poeciliopsis (Pisces; Poeciliidae)
CONSTANCE VIENS MCKENNA, in Education: Secondary
Doctoral Dissertation: Employment and Career Potential for Para-
professionals Utilizing Home Economics Knowledge and Skills
HERMAN WILSON MEYERS, JR., in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: The Significance of Certain Academic and
Socioeconomic Characteristics to the Stability of Program Choice
among Community College Students
DONALD HORACE MILLER, in Zoology: Ecology
Doctoral Dissertation: An Analysis of the Local Distribution of the
Redback Vole, Clethrionomys gapperi (Vigors), in Northern
Vermont and Central Connecticut
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LEWIS B. MORGAN, in Education: Guidance, Counseling, and Personnel
Doctoral Dissertation: The Attitudes of High School Educators to-
ward Change and Dissent in the High School
CHARLES PHILLIP ORLANDO, in Education: Special
Doctoral Dissertation: Relationships between Language Laterality
and Handedness in Eight and Ten Year Old Boys
KI-TAI PAE, in Agricultural Economics
Doctoral Dissertation: An Interregional and Intertemporal Activity
Analysis of the United States Potato Industry
LOUISE CUTLER PEMPEK, in Education: Secondary
Doctoral Dissertation: An Evaluation of Elementary Teachers' Be-
haviors and Attitudes in the Use of Inquiry-Oriented Science
Programs
MARGUERITE HALL PENGEL, in Education: Guidance, Counseling, and
Personnel
Doctoral Dissertation: The Interaction of Counsellee Cognitive-
Affective Style and Selected Counselor Behavior as a Predictive
Measure of Counsellee Self-Exploration in the Initial Interview
JAMES DOUGLAS POTTER, in Biochemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: Purification and Quantitation of Tropomyosin
from Chick Leg Muscle during Embryonic Development
MEREDITH DAVID PUGH, in Sociology: Social Structure and Personality
Doctoral Dissertation: Consequences of Student Self-Evaluations
DONALD LEWIS QUINLAN, in Education: Guidance, Counseling and Per-
sonnel
Doctoral Dissertation: Some Verbal Relationships between Field-
Dependency-Independency and Relative Question Structure
SIGITA ONA RAMANAUSKAS, in Education: Special
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effect of Contextual Constraints beyond
a Sentence on Cloze Responses of Children in Special Classes for
the Educable Mentally Retarded
JOSEPH DANIEL REARDON, in Chemistry: Physical and Theoretical
Doctoral Dissertation: The Kinetics and Mechanism of the Gas
Phase Reaction of Trifluoromethyl Radicals with Acetone
NORMAN HARVEY RESNICK, in Education: Special
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Stress and Schedules of Rein-
forcement on the Learning of Paired Associates with Institu-
tionalized and Non-Institutionalized Adolescents
KAY BISSELL REYNOLDS, in Spanish
Doctoral Dissertation: The Dramatic Function of the Supernatural
in Non-Religious Comedias by Lope De Vega
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RICHARD RIBAK, in Computer Science
Doctoral Dissertation: N-Dimensional Grammar for Pattern Recog-
nition
CLYDE CHARLES RICHARD, JR., in Mechanical Engineering: Thermody-
namics, Heat and Mass Transfer, and Rate Processes
Doctoral Dissertation: Reductions in Waste Heat Emissions from a
Nuclear Power Cycle by Optimization of Feedwater Heater
Conditions
SAMUEL. LENARD RIEGER, in Chemistry: Organic
Doctoral Dissertation: The Synthesis, Purification, and Migration of
Acyl Derivatives of Ortho-Aminophenol
NOEL JAMES Rios, in Education: Special
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effect of a Director of Special Education's
Training and Experience on the Attitude of Special Education
Teachers
WILLIAM PHILIP ROBINSON III, in French
Doctoral Dissertation: The Nihilism of La Rochefoucauld
MARTA ILEANA IRIZARRY DE ROSA, in Spanish
Doctoral Dissertation: El surrealismo en la poesia espanola
ANGELO RAYMOND ROSSI, in Chemistry: Physical
Doctoral Dissertation: The Second and Third Virial Coefficients for
the Semi-Harmonic Potential Well and Extended Huckel Cal-
culations on Polypeptide Chains: The Energy Surface
for a Tetrapeptide of Glycine
ROBERT JOSEPH RUBANOWICE, in History: Modern European
Doctoral Dissertation: Ernst Troeltsch's Philosophy of History
WILLIAM JOHN SAVOLA, JR., in Physics: Atomic, Molecular,-and Nuclear
Doctoral Dissertation: The Scattering of Helium by Helium at Inci-
dent Beam Energies from 300-3000 eV
ELAINE MARIE SCHMIDT, in Zoology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Morphological Organization of the Third
Abdominal Ganglion of the Hermit Crab, Pagurus Pollicarus
NICHOLAS F. SCHMIDT, in Regulatory Biology (Physiology)
Doctoral Dissertation: Aspects of the Control of Distribution of
Lactic Dehydrogenases in Various Tissues of the Rat
REUBEN MAX SCHONEBAUM, in Psychology: Child and Developmental
Doctoral Dissertation: A Developmental Study of the Processing of
Hypothesis Information in Discrimination Learning
STEPHEN SCHWIMMER, in Education: Educational Psychology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Relationship of Readability to Reading
Comprehension
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ALBERT ANDREW SERETNY, in Education: Supervision and Curriculum
Development
Doctoral Dissertation: The Secondary School Principal's Role in
Curriculum Development in New Haven, Connecticut, 1940-1970
TOMM BAIRD SHOCKEY, in German
Doctoral Dissertation: Variations in Style and Content in Herman
Broch's "Bergroman" as Shown by an Analysis of the Two Ver-
sions of the Foreword and the Three Versions of the First Chapter
AMY BOWLES SLADE, in Education: Foundations of Education
Doctoral Dissertation: Henry Barnard and James B. Conant: A
Comparative Analysis
JoYCE TAYLOR SPENCE, in Education: Special
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effect of Social Reward and Competition
on Learning a Paired-Associate Task by Delinquent Adolescents
RICHARD WILLIAM STAMMER, in Agricultural Economics
Doctoral Dissertation: A Mathematical Programming Model for De-
termining the Optimum Spatial Organization of a Multi-Plant
Industry, with an Empirical Application to the New England
Livestock Feed Processing Industry
CONRAD LEON STANITSKI, in Chemistry: Inorganic
Doctoral Dissertation: Ternary Hydrides of Calcium and Strontium
with Palladium
JOSEPH PAUL STANKEWICH, in Microbiology
Doctoral Dissertation: A Comparative Cytological and Physiological
Characterization of Clostridia Recovered from Defects in Oak
Trees
DONALD KENNETH STEIN, in Psychology: Clinical
Doctoral Dissertation: Expectation and Modeling in Sensitivity
Groups
ROBERT S. STOWE, JR., in Education: Elementary
Doctoral Dissertation: A Comparison of Teacher Behavior in Dis-
advantaged and Advantaged Elementary Schools
JOHN ALAN STULLER, in Electrical Engineering: Control and Communica-
tion Systems
Doctoral Dissertation: Quadratic Reconstruction of Sampled N-
Dimensional Random Processes
RANDELL LLEWELLYN SUNDBERG, in Education: Supervision and Curricu-
lum Development
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effectiveness, upon Students Majoring
in Elementary Education, of Three Different Experimental
Problem-Solving Processes for the College Physics Laboratory
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BARBARA ORSINI SURWILO, in Regulatory Biology: Endocrinology
Doctoral Dissertation: Some Metabolic Alterations in Developing
Polycystic Rat Ovary
DAVID CATES SWITZER, in History: United States
Doctoral Dissertation: Maritime Maine and the Union Naval Con-
struction Effort: 1861-1865
SHIRLEY SHU-MEI TANG, in Biochemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: Synthesis and Reactions of Cyclic Nucleosides
ALEXANDER DOUGLAS TAYLOR, in English
Doctoral Dissertation: Translations: A Book of Essays, Exempla,
and Poems
DAVID COBB TAYLOR, in Chemistry: Analytical
Doctoral Dissertation: The Chronopotentiometry of Quinoline in
Basic Solution
PAUL GEORGE TAYLOR, in Education: Secondary
Doctoral Dissertation: Job Description and Employee Needs Related
to Satisfaction and Satisfactoriness of Teachers
SUZANNE SAUNDERS TAYLOR, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: The Attitudes of Superintendents and Board
of Education Members in Connecticut toward the Employment
and Effectiveness of Women as Public School Administrators
RICHARD ARTHUR THOMPSON, in Computer Science
Doctoral Dissertation: Compact Encoding of Probabilistic Languages
STEVEN PAUL TOMcZAK, in Physics: Theoretical
Doctoral Dissertation: The Generalized Lorentz Gauge Description
of Quantum Electrodynamics
JAMES JEROME TRACY, in Psychology: Clinical
Doctoral Dissertation: Role-Taking as an Antecedent of Shift in
Moral Judgment
STEVEN JERRY TROW, in Education: Special
Doctoral Dissertation: Effect of an Administrator's Training and
Experience on His Perception of the Role of a Special Educa-
tion Administrator
ALFRED BALMER TYCHSEN, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: An Experimental Comparison of Teacher-
Paced Instruction and Student-Paced Instruction in the Teach-
ing of Mathematics in the Public Elementary Schools in Green-
wich, Connecticut
TURAY K. UcAL, in Biochemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: Histidine Permease System in Escherichia Coli
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VINCENT ANTHONY VARONE, SR., in Education: Supervision and Curric-
ulum Development
Doctoral Dissertation: An Appraisal of the Role of the Foreign Lan-
guage Coordinator
EDWARD WAYNE VIN JE, in Aerospace Engineering
Doctoral Dissertation: Human Operator Dynamics for Audio Com-
pensatory Tracking
DAVID NEIL WALKER, in Psychology: Clinical
Doctoral Dissertation: Openness to Touching: A Study of Strangers
in Nonverbal Interaction
ELLEN LOUISE WALKER, in English
Doctoral Dissertation: The Varieties of Comedy: A Study of the Dra-
matic Comedies of Moliere, Jonson, and Shakespeare
CLARENCE WILLIAM WELTI, in Civil Engineering: Structural Engineering
Doctoral Dissertation: Balloon Pressure Tests in Soil Boreholes: An
Evaluation
THOMAS EARL WHALEN, in Education: Evaluation and Measurement
Doctoral Dissertation: A Computer Analysis of Mechanical Profi-
ciency and Overrall Quality in Seventh Grade English Essays
ZACHARY STEPHEN WOCHOK, in Botany: Plant Physiology
Doctoral Dissertation: Physiological and Ultrastructural Factors As-
sociated with Embryogenesis in Tissue Cultures of Daucus Carota
GEORGE E. WOLF, in English
Doctoral Dissertation: Herman Melville's Experiments in Narration:
1852-1855
CHARLES CHEN-CHEN YANG, in Chemical Engineering: Thermodynamics,
Heat and Mass Transfer, and Rate Processes
Doctoral Dissertation: Decomposition Kinetics of Nitrous Oxide on
a Nickel Oxide Catalyst by an Unsteady State Method
CHI-CHANG YOUNG, in Materials Science: Polymer Sciencce
Doctoral Dissertation: The Melting Rate of Highly Crystallized
Polymers under Shear Conditions
RONALD EDWARD ZIELER, in Psychology: General Experimental
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effect of Stimulus Significance upon
Gross Evoked Potentials in the Striate and Inferotemporal Cor-
tex of Rhesus Monkeys
MOHAMED OMAR ZUBEIR, in Economics: International Trade and Finance




Each year the President of the United States through the Secretary
of Defense grants commissions to The University of Connecticut students
in the Regular Service and in the Reserve Corps.
SECOND LIEUTENANTS, REGULAR ARMY
CHARLES J. ADAMS, Infantry
RICHARD A. ARZOOMANIAN, Military Intelligence
PETER A. DELISLE, Field Artillery
JAMES C. DISBROW, Field Artillery
THOMAS J. ESPOSITO, Military Police
RAYMOND R. NIZOLEK, Engineers
MICHAEL PIKULA, Field Artillery
JEFFREY L. WILLIAMS, Military Police




















THOMAS W. WITHERSPOON, JR.
SECOND LIEUTENANTS, AIR FORCE RESERVE
ROBERT M. BERINGER
GEORGE F. BROWN, JR.

















RETIRING MEMBERS OF THE PROFESSIONAL STAFF
WALTER ADELSPERGER, Professor of Theatre -
September 16, 1952 to October 1, 1971
THOMAS ARCHIBALD, Professor of Law -
February 1, 1946 to October 1, 1971
E. L. BARTHOLOMEW, Professor of Metallurgy -
September 1, 1950 to April 1, 1971
EDWARD G. BOETTIGER, Professor of Biology -
February 16, 1946 to October 1, 1971
WESTON A. BOUSFIELD, Professor of Psychology -
February 1, 1939 to October 1, 1971
ELIZABETH C. CHILD, County Club Agent -
November 15, 1935 to April I, 1940
November 16, 1956 to October 1, 1971
ETHEL B. DEMATTIA, University Educational Assistant I -
August 1, 1931 to September 1, 1931
November 23, 1937 to October 20, 1943
March I, 1944 to August 31, 1944
May 16, 1948 to February 1, 1971
W. STANLEY HALE, County Agent -
November 16, 1940 to December 1, 1970
CHARLES F. HELMBOLDT, Professor of Animal Diseases -
April 1, 1946 to October 1, 1971
RUTH M. HUNTER, Associate Professor of Biology -
September 16, 1948 to October I, 1971
ERNEST R. KLINE, Director of Technical Services Center -
September 16, 1929 to February 1, 1971
HANS A. MAIER, Professor of Germanic and Slavic Languages -
September 16, 1947 to October 1, 1971
W. HOWARD MARTIN, Professor of Higher, Technical and Adult
Education -
September 16, 1946 to October I, 1971
VERNA MOULTON, Associate Professor of Clothing, Textiles and Interior
Design -
September 16, 1951 to October 1, 1971
Seventy
ELIZABETH 1'. NO} -ESKER, Associate Dean of Students —
September 16, 1950 to November 1, 1971
ARWOOD S. NORTHEY, Professor of Higher, Technical and Adult
Education —
October I, 1944 to October I, 1971
C. EDWIN SMITH, County Agricultural Agent —
October 16, 1945 to January 1, 1971
ERICH R. STEPHAN, Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering —
September 16, 1942 to October 1, 1971
EDWARD L. STEPHENSON, Professor of Law —
September 9, 1946 to October 1, 1971
RICHARD M. STORY, Associate Professor of Industrial Administration —
September 16, 1948 to October 1, 1971
GREGORY S. TIMOSHENKO, Professor of Elec
September 15, 1939 to April 1, 1971
OWEN S. TRASK, Associate Professor of 411
Extension Service —





THE MACE, carried by Professor Robert W. Lougee, Executive
Secretary of the University Senate Executive Committee, was first used
at the Inauguration of President Babbidge. It is used on all occasions of
academic ceremony at the University. At today's Commencement, the
entry of the Mace heralds the arrival of the academic procession.
The audience is requested to remain seated, so that all may see the
procession. The Mace will be presented at the center of the stage while
all those marching are taking their places.
THE BATON
THE BATON, carried by the University Marshal, Professor Allan
R. Broadhurst, was specifically designed for ceremonial activities at The
University of Connecticut and was first used at Commencement in 1968.
The office of Marshal can be traced back to the medieval period, and the
Baton is a symbol of the Marshal's authority. He carries it as he leads
the academic procession into and out of the place of the ceremony.
THE MEDALLION
THE SILVER MEDALLION, worn by President Homer D. Bab-
bidge, Jr., was first used at the time of the University's Silver Anniversary.
It hangs on a silver chain of special design, in which each link represents
one of the University's Schools or Colleges. Each link consists of a
cloisonne circle engraved with a design appropriate for the particular







School and College Marshals
College of Agriculture and Natural Resources 	  WILLARD H. DANIELS
Ratcliffe Hicks School of Agriculture 	  JOHN B. GREINER
School of Business Administration 	  WILLIAM N. KINNARD
School of Education 	  THELBERT L. DRAKE
School of Engineering 	  WENDELL DAVIS
School of Fine Arts 	  EDWARD J. P. O'CONNOR
Graduate School 
	  FRED KORT
School of Home Economics 	  GILBERT D. NASS
School of Insurance 	  HARRY M. JOHNSON
School of Law 	  COLIN C. TArr
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences 	  WILLIAM E. TRUEHEART
School of Nursing 	  MARGUERITE B. WHITE
School of Pharmacy 	  KARL A. NIEFORTH
School of Physical Therapy 	  DOROTHY L. MCLAUGHLIN
THE PROCESSIONAL
In the processional faculty appointed student representatives will
carry the School or College banner.
The banner colors identifying the candidate groups are as follows:
College and School of Agriculture 	  Brown and Yellow
School of Business Administration 	  Almond
School of Dental Medicine 	  Lilac and Gold
School of Education 	  Light Blue
School of Engineering 	  Orange
School of Fine Arts 	  Brown and Pink
The Graduate School
Masters Candidates 	  Blue, White and Gold
Doctor of Philosophy 	  Gold
School of Home Economics 	  Maroon
School of Insurance 	  Almond and Gold
School of Law 	  Purple
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences 	  White and Yellow
School of Medicine 	  Green and Gold
School of Nursing 	  Apricot
School of Pharmacy 	  Olive
School of Physical Therapy 	  Red
At the University Commencement the University Marshal and his
assistant wear marshals' ceremonial gowns of blue and white. The School
and College Marshals and their aides are wearing blue beefeater caps.
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CAPS AND GOWNS
Academic caps and gowns represent a tradition which has come down
from the universities of the Middle Ages. They were once common forms
of clothing and were retained by the clergy when the laity adopted more
modern dress. The early European universities were founded by the
church; the students being clerics were obliged to wear prescribed gowns
and caps at all times.
The usual color for gowns in America is black, though some univer-
sities are gradually adopting colors representative of their institutions.
Hoods are lined with the college honors and are trimmed with the color
appropriate to the degree:
Agriculture 	  Maize
Arts and Letters 	  White
Business 	  Drab
Dental Medicine 	  Lilac
Divinity 	  Scarlet
Education 	  Light Blue
Engineering 	 Orange
Fine Arts or Agriculture 	  Brown
Forestry 	  Russet
Law 	  Purple
Medicine 	  Green
Music 	  Pink
Nursing 	  Apricot
Pharmacy 	  Olive Green
Philosophy 	 Dark Blue
Physical Education 	  Sage Green
Public Health 	  Salmon Pink
Science 	  Golden Yellow
Social Work 	  Citron
Caps are usually black. The tassel for the Bachelor of Arts, Science
and Engineering may be of the color distinctive of the degree, but the
tassel for the Doctor of Philosophy is made of gold thread.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT
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COMMENCEMENT DAY at The University of Connecticut is a time of
ceremony and pageantry, some of it representing traditions dating back to
medieval times. These notes on the history of the University and the
commencement ceremony are offered in the hope that they will be of interest
to the spectators, particularly those who may never have viewed the event
previously.
THE UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT WAS FOUNDED as the Storrs
Agricultural School in 1881 and its name was changed to the Storrs
Agricultural College in 1893 at the time it became a land-grant college. In
1933 it became the Connecticut State College, and in 1939 the present name,
The University of Connecticut, became official. In addition to the main
campus at Storrs, there are the Schools of Law and Social Work on a new
campus in West Hartford and the School of Insurance and the Schools of
Medicine and Dental Medicine in Hartford. There are Ike two-year branches
located in Hartford, Stamford, Torrington, Waterbury, and Avery Point,
Groton (Southeastern). In addition, the University operates a Marine
Research Laboratory at Noank, an Institute of Marine Research at Avery
Point, and agricultural extension offices in Brooklyn, Danbury, Haddam,
Hartford, Litchfield, Norwich, Rockville, Storrs, and Wallingford.
The University has an enrollment of over 21,000 students. At Storrs
there are over 11,000 undergraduates and more than 3,000 graduate students,
representing, in addition to the students from the United States, some fifty
nations. The organization of the University as a whole includes sixteen
different schools and colleges and the Graduate School.
This year the University will award over 3,000 degrees. Of these, more
than 2,000 are bachelor's degrees, 800 master's degrees, 100 doctoral degrees,
and 100 law degrees. Also awarded at this time are certificates in the two-year
Ratcliffe Hicks School of Agriculture.
THE COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY, due to the size of the
graduating class, has now been divided into three parts. Two
morning ceremonies are devoted to the awarding of bachelor's
degrees and certificates. One, starting at 10:30 a.m., is held for
the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences in the Auditorium. The
other, starting at 11:00 a.m., is held for all other undergraduate
schools and colleges in the Field House. These different starting
times enable certain officials to be present at both ceremonies.
The president, the governor, the speaker, and others open the
proceedings in the Auditorium and then move to the Field House.
A third ceremony, for the Graduate School and the School of
Law, is held at 3:00 p.m. in the Auditorium.
THE PROCESSION in the morning begins with the candidates for
graduation entering both the Auditorium and the Field House.
Each ceremony, as well as the graduate ceremony in the
afternoon, is heralded by the ceremonial trumpets which were
obtained especially for the university commencement. Banners, car-
ried by student marshals, precede the students into the areas of
the ceremonies. These banners, having the colors of each school
and college, were also designed specifically for the commence-
ment.
The appearance of the bearer of the mace* signals the start
of the academic procession. The university marshal, carrying the
baton,* leads the president, governor, provost, speaker, the Board
of Trustees, clergyman, deans, other University officials, and the
faculty, and their appearance on the stage is the signal for the
ceremonies to begin.
THE ACADEMIC GOWNS, HOODS, AND REGALIA represent
more than elegance or colorful attire. The medallion* worn by
the president was especially designed for university ceremonies.
The gowns and hoods of the university marshal and the assistant
marshal were also made specifically for university ceremonies and
represent the official colors of national flag blue and white. The
blue velvet "beefeater" hats are worn by the marshals who assist
in conducting the ceremonies.
Academic gowns represent a tradition that began in the
medieval period, and they were most practical in university
buildings which were well known for their lack of proper heating.
The bachelor's gown is a full length robe with long sleeves
and closes in the front.
The master's gown is made somewhat fuller, and has elbow
length sleeves. A hood is worn over the shoulders and the colors
represent both the university and the field of scholarship.
*See official program for description
The doctor's gown is again somewhat fuller in design and
has lull and long sleeves. The gown may, or may not, close in
front depending upon the design. The velvet band around the
neck and down the opening in the front of the gown may be in
black, or it may be a color to represent the area of learning. In
addition, there are velvet bars on the sleeves. The hood is
bordered with velvet, the color of the velvet representing the field
of scholarship. The lining, often with large chevron, bears the
colors of the university from which the wearer received his
degree. (Some of these colors of scholarship are listed in the official
program.)
THE AWARDING OF DEGREES at The University of Connecti-
cut is accomplished by a two-fold process. First, the candidates
for degrees proceed to the platform, are congratulated by the
administrative officers of their school or college, and return to
their seats. They are then officially presented by the dean and the
marshal of the appropriate school or college. Second, when all
candidates have been duly presented, the President of the
University formally confers the degree. This is accomplished
verbally at the time that he speaks the words:
By virtue of the authority vested in me by the Trustees of The
University of Connecticut, I confer upon you the Certificate,
appropriate Bachelor's Degree, and Degree of Bachelor of Laws,
Master, or Doctor of Philosophy for which you have been presented
at this Eighty-Seventh Commencement of the University."
THE RECESSIONAL of officials and faculty move through the
graduates who, along with the audience, remain in their places
until the ceremony is thus concluded.
THE SEATING OF THE CANDIDATES is arranged as follows:
(a) In the Auditorium in the morning, all students of the College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences are seated in the three sections
across the front of the Auditorium.
(b) In the Field House in the morning, the students are seated
according to the school or college from which they are
graduating.
(c) In the Auditorium in the afternoon, the students of the
Graduate and Law Schools are arranged (facing the stage):
Doctoral candidates — center section, front
Law candidates — center section, behind doctoral candi-
dates
Master of Arts candidates — left section
Master of Science, Master of Business Administration, and
Master of Social Work — in that order, right section.
THE SEATING OF THE ADMINISTRATION AND FACULTY is as follows:
(a) In the Auditorium, the University officials, members of the Board of
Trustees, and participants in the ceremony, are seated on the stage, while
the members of the faculty are arranged in tiers behind them.
(b) In the Field House, the University officials, members of the Board of
Trustees, and participants in the ceremony are seated on the platform,
while the members of the faculty are arranged on each side of the
platform.
MAP KEY FOR CAMPUS AREAS AND FACILITIES
USED DURING COMMENCEMENT
A -- Albert N. Jorgensen Auditorium.
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences ceremony, 10:30 a.m.
Graduate School and School of Law ceremony, 3:00 p.m.
B — Field House.
Ceremony for all other undergraduate schools and colleges, 11:00 a.m.
C — ROTC Building.
Student participants in all ceremonies obtain caps and gowns here.
Student participants in Jorgensen Auditorium ceremonies, a.m. and p.m., return
caps and gowns here.
D — Student participants in Field House ceremony return caps and gowns here.
E — Area where procession forms for a.m. Jorgensen Auditorium ceremony for the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.
F — Area where procession forms for 	 Field House ceremony for all other
undergraduate schools and colleges.
G — Student Union.
H — School of Engineering Building.
I — School of Pharmacy Building.
